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With Drupal 8 newly released and thousands of community 
members in attendance, DrupalCon New Orleans promises to 

be an event to remember.

See you in New Orleans this May.
Laissez les Bon Temps Rouler!

neworleans2016.drupal.org

!"#$%&'%#$%()*%+#,%-.'/0
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Current_Issue.tar.gz

Linux  
Does Stuff
W Linux Journal, which I’m sure comes as no 

you have nothing to hide, there aren’t any dirty secrets 

 
that show open source in action.

talked about navigating data, and this month he talks 

encryption and privacy is getting thanks to the  
Apple/FBI case, it’s important to understand how 

VIDEO:  
Shawn 
Powers  
runs 
through 
the latest 
issue.

SHAWN 
POWERS

Shawn Powers is the 
Associate Editor for 
Linux Journal. He’s  
also the Gadget Guy  
for LinuxJournal.com,  
and he has an  
interesting collection  
of vintage Garfield  
coffee mugs. Don’t  
let his silly hairdo  
fool you, he’s a  
pretty ordinary guy  
and can be reached  
via e-mail at  
shawn@linuxjournal.com.  
Or, swing by the  
#linuxjournal IRC  
channel on  
Freenode.net.
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security—convenience. I’ve always wanted a smart house, and thanks 

computer on the Starship Enterprise, you’ll want to check out my column.

and it’s so versatile. Ramon Crichlow explains how to stream video 
securely through an SSH tunnel this month. Not only will you learn how 
to accomplish a cool video streaming task, but along the way, you’ll learn 
a lot about how SSH works and what tunneling really means. You’ll also 

Linux Journal
enjoy this issue as much as we enjoyed putting it together.

Current_Issue.tar.gz
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Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Dave Taylor’s Article on getopt

Long arguments like !!"#$% certainly deserve a mention.

using getopt enormously.

are processed and the help output that documents it all.

this shortcoming. It’s at http://bhepple.com/doku/doku.php?id=argp.sh.

 

to process the arguments. For that low, low price, you get the  

 
Here’s an example:

[ LETTERS ]LETTERS
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NEXT  
UpFront

PREVIOUS  
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&'()*+,

--------------------------------------------------------------,

-./01.2)3,

-456#*7#859$:,;456#,5<=,,,,,,,:>%#,<54=#,,,7#;?<@%:@A4,

--------------------------------------------------------------,

BC*DD,,,,,,,,,?,,,,,DD,,,,,,,,E,,,,DD,,,,,,8AAE5<,

)F.0*DD,,,,,,,;,,,,,D4D,,,,,,,;,,,,DD,,,,,,A%:@A4,:"5:,:5G#;,5,H5$9#,

0.IJ2*DD,,,,,,:,,,,,D496E#<D,,;,,,,DD,,,,,,A%:@A4,:"5:,:5G#;,5,H5$9#,

F.2(*DD,,,,,,,DD,,,,D$A4=D,,,,;,,,,DD,,,,,,5,$A4=,A%:@A4,K@:"A9:,5,,

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;"A<:,A4#,

)1FJ20*DD,,,,,DD,,,,DD,,,,,,,,E,,,,DD,

--------------------------------------------------------------,

+,

,,,,#L#?,MNOP,

,,,,#H5$,QR#?"A,+Q&'()+,S,5<=%T;",+QU+,VNOP,PNOM,SS,#?"A,#L@:,QW,X,

,,,,#L#?,MNO!

with !;,Y, the bash variable )F.0 has that value, etc., etc.

—Bob Hepple

CSV Files and the Comma

—Mayuresh
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Dave Taylor replies: Mayuresh, I love your suggestion, and you’re right, 
the use of any punctuation symbol that can occur within the data fields 
themselves is really pretty stupid as a format. When I convert delimiters 
back and forth, I use sequences like ^^ that are incredibly unlikely to 
show up in any prose or data set.

More bizarre—CSV is a standards-body-approved format:  
.

My only comment: tabs can make things more readable, but if you’ve 
wrestled with data where the fields vary from less than to greater than a 
tab’s width (typically eight characters), you know how annoying that can 
be to align perfectly.

Thanks for writing in!

Does Every Year Have a Friday the 13th?

commands, and I started manually checking with ?5$ and ?G;96

?G;96 and K?,!? just went out the window 
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—Wally Olson

Sol Lederman replies: I ’m glad you had fun with the calendar 
puzzle. Thanks for pointing out that different flavors of Linux render 
calendars differently. I ran into differences as well, and pointed it 
out in the article, hoping to give readers a heads up in case they 
got unexpected results. Perhaps other readers wil l f ind even more 
differences. And, maybe the lesson here is that a command as simple 
as ?5$ has different output on different systems. Hopefully, others 
who run into different flavors of ?5$ wil l be inspired to dig in and 
figure out what’s wrong as you did. Happy computing!

Google Blocks the Inclusion of APNG in  
Blink/Chromium

Here’s the thread: https://groups.google.com/a/chromium.org/
.

—OlegM
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The Powers That Be
 

 
 

 

 
 

I  mentioned the major hospital three blocks away, and I noticed  
 

 
turns out that while the power company had been doing power 

 
it pays to look around.
—Trevor Furnell

Shawn Powers replies: I  can only imagine your irritation!  
Great job figuring out what was causing the problem. Finding a 
resolution l ike that is almost worth the frustration it caused in  
the first place. Almost.

The Powers That Be, II

 
uti l ity pole into my electric meter was very old, as the previous 
house was demolished to build a new one. I plugged an analog AC 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS: Linux Journal is available 
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.epub, .mobi and an on-line digital edition, 
as well as apps for iOS and Android devices. 
Renewing your subscription, changing your 
e-mail address for issue delivery, paying your 
invoice, viewing your account details or other 
subscription inquiries can be done instantly 
on-line: http://www.linuxjournal.com/subs. 
E-mail us at subs@linuxjournal.com or reach 
us via postal mail at Linux Journal, PO Box 
980985, Houston, TX 77098 USA. Please 
remember to include your complete name 
and address when contacting us.

ACCESSING THE DIGITAL ARCHIVE: 
Your monthly download notifications 
will have links to the various formats 
and to the digital archive. To access the 
digital archive at any time, log in at 
http://www.linuxjournal.com/digital.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: We welcome your 
letters and encourage you to submit them 
at http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact or 
mail them to Linux Journal, PO Box 980985, 
Houston, TX 77098 USA. Letters may be 
edited for space and clarity.

WRITING FOR US: We always are looking 
for contributed articles, tutorials and 
real-world stories for the magazine. 
An author’s guide, a list of topics and 
due dates can be found on-line:  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/author.

FREE e-NEWSLETTERS: Linux Journal 
editors publish newsletters on both  
a weekly and monthly basis. Receive  
late-breaking news, technical tips and 
tricks, an inside look at upcoming issues  
and links to in-depth stories featured on 
http://www.linuxjournal.com. Subscribe 
for free today: http://www.linuxjournal.com/
enewsletters.

ADVERTISING: Linux Journal is a great 
resource for readers and advertisers alike.  
Request a media kit, view our current  
editorial calendar and advertising due dates, 
or learn more about other advertising 
and marketing opportunities by visiting 
us on-line: http://ww.linuxjournal.com/
advertising. Contact us directly for further 
information: ads@linuxjournal.com or  
+1 713-344-1956 ext. 2.

at the pole, and my problems disappeared. 

the drop wires were swaying in the wind 

I hope this helps.
—Eric

Shawn Powers replies: Thanks for the 
suggestion! During the next year, our city 
is moving overhead lines to under ground. 
Hopefully during that process, the new lines 
wil l make for more stable electricity. Of 
course, now it’s a moot point for me, but sti l l , 
stabil ity is nice!

WRITE LJ A LETTER 
We love hearing from our readers. Please send us your comments 
and feedback via http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact.

PHOTO OF THE MONTH
Remember, send your Linux-related photos  
to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com!

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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UPFRONT

diff -u
What’s New in  
Kernel Development

one will take it over, all you have to do is simply announce that you’re 

Neil Brown’s experience with software RAID
years as maintainer, he wanted out, but he couldn’t get anyone to 

through many volunteers, he settled on Jes Sorensen mdadm  
and Shaohua Li kernel/md

UPFRONT 
NEWS + FUN

NEXT  
Editors’ Choice

PREVIOUS  
Letters
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UPFRONT
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they would need to negotiate though. [...] I plan 

mdadm, at http://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/utils/
mdadm/mdadm.git.

Kernel documentation has traditionally been 
written in DocBook

Markdown, AsciiDoc 
and others. Recently, Jonathan Corbet and Jani 
Nikula did some overlapping work to convert the 

processing and speed up overall doc production. 
Along the way, however, any new system would 
have to be at least as good as DocBook and 

options, at least temporarily, turned out to be 

it would at least produce reliable output, while 

now it seems there will be this intermediate step. 
It’s also possible that AsciiDoc would need to be 

—Zack Brown

THEY  
SAID IT
Giving is a 
necessity 
sometimes...
more urgent, 
indeed, than 
having.
—Margaret Lee 
Runbeck

Life is full 
of obstacle 
illusions.
—Grant Frazier

The future, 
according to 
some scientists, 
will be exactly 
like the past, 
only far more 
expensive.
—John Sladek

I think the  
world is run by 
“C” students.
—Al McGuire

Real freedom 
lies in wildness,  
not in 
civilization.
—Charles Lindbergh
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UPFRONT

Back to Backups

pretty early in the month, so I expect to get even more ideas and 

checking into:

 Carlos Baptista wrote in as someone who also has struggled  
with lost data. His current solution is to use rsnapshot  
http://rsnapshot.org  

 Harald Nipen
not

seem like a si l ly thing to do, but as someone who accidentally 
reversed the source and destination on his rsync backup script 

course, automate his regular backups, but the duplication process 

 Nicola Larosa pointed me to an interesting project that uses 

http://restic.github.io/
.

Johann Schoonees
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entire BackupPC system.

—Shawn Powers

LINUX JOURNAL
on your Android device

www.linuxjournal.com/android

For more information about advertising opportunities within Linux Journal iPhone, iPad and 
Android apps, contact John Grogan at +1-713-344-1956 x2 or ads@linuxjournal.com.

Download the app 
now from the 

Google Play Store.
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UPFRONT

Non-Linux FOSS:  
Caffeine!

 
 

 
But, I  decided to break the rules a bit here because I  real ized  

couldn’t imagine doing without.

 

hurry over to the keyboard so you could unlock, and so on and  
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as a cute l i tt le icon in your menu bar, and it  disables screen  

sett ings enabled.
 

accidental ly and completely drain your battery. I ’ve had that  
 

 
 

the mouse pointer every minute to make sure my laptop doesn’t  

.—Shawn Powers

2015 Linux Journal Archive
NOW AVAILABLE

as a DVD or Digital Download
www.linuxjournal.com/archive
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UPFRONT

Android Candy: Seeing 
Red and Getting Sleep

me is that it isn’t 
really the screen 

spectrum that 
contributes to the 
sleeplessness. In a 
purely anecdotal 

that it’s much more 

colored lighting, 
closer to blue in the 

on the couch and 
more sharp objects 
in the kitchen, but in 
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general, warmer lighting tends to be more relaxing.

you can get a timed, gradual transition on your Android devices.

reminds me that it’s getting late as my ebook becomes redder and redder 

Google Play Store, 

with the paid version 
is well worth the 
cost. And as a bonus, 
the red screen won’t 
hinder your night 
vision during those 

—Shawn Powers
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UPFRONT

Night Sky Tools  
on Android

when you are doing work indoors, but most laptops and Netbooks are 

nice. And, since I’m beginning 
to look at Android apps in 

applications are available within 
the Android environment that 
are well worth a look. In this 
article in particular, I’m exploring 

is available in the Google Play 
store, and it should run on most 

Once you have it installed, 
open it to see a very complete 

available within Night Sky 

are updated over the Internet 
automatically, so you are sure to 

whatever objects you are trying 
to observe in the night sky.

astronomical events, as well as 

Figure 1. The opening screen displays 
a menu of the various categories of 
functions available.
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what is up right now and what 

astronomical times that you may 

page gives the moonrise/moonset 

even is a page that lets you 
calculate the visual l imiting 
magnitude based on the actual 
environmental conditions l ike 

last page in this section is the sky 

the sky map is rather complete. 
You can see the stars and 
constellations, along with the 

you what they are supposed to 
look l ike.

between sections, be aware that 

which are in night.

moon phase so that you can tell r ight away whether the night wil l 

Figure 2. The sky map provides a 
display of what the sky looks like at  
the current time.
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UPFRONT

Figure 3. The daylight map shows you where on Earth it is day and night.

Figure 4. The moon map shows points of interest with pins on the map.
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Figure 5. You can get a map of the 
locations of the four main Jovian moons.

Figure 6. You can get a map of the largest 
of Saturn’s moons as well.
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UPFRONT

on the Jupiter’s Moons page 

locations around Jupiter. A 
related page gives you the 

telescope though.

planets within the solar system. 
As with the Moon map described 
previously, this section includes 
a Mars map, also with pins at 

 
 

name, magnitude and location 

entire sky is divided up into 

Figure 7. The relative locations of all of 
the planets are available on the Planetary 
Orbits page.

Figure 8. There is a Mars 
map with locations of 
interest.
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Figure 9. You can get detailed information 
on constellations, including a map.

Figure 10. The Hertzsprung-Russell 
diagram shows how stars are categorized.
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UPFRONT

interest and pull up detailed 

exoplanets and NGC/IC catalog 

common astronomy calculations. 
You can handle coordinate 
calculations, astrophotography 
and telescope calculations.

and cameras. You also can log all 

 
You can export your log, 
including whatever sections  
you need, so that you can 
incorporate it into some other 

not going out and exploring the 

—Joey Bernard

Figure 11. You can get detailed 
information on Messier catalog objects.
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My +1 Sword of 
Productivity

 

idea. I  also love it ,  and can’t stress enough how 
well  i t  works. Habit ica might just be the way I  get things done  

 
 

just so my character is as good as he can be. Honestly, I’m surprised 

http://habitica.com,  

EDITORS’
CHOICE
!

™

EDITORS’ CHOICE

NEXT  
Reuven M. Lerner’s  
At the Forge

PREVIOUS  
UpFront
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think it sounds l ike a dumb idea, I completely agree. I also urge you 
—Shawn Powers

EDITORS' CHOICE

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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AT THE FORGE

REUVEN M. 
LERNER

Reuven M. Lerner offers 
training in Python, Git and  
PostgreSQL to companies 
around the world. He blogs 
at http://blog.lerner.co.il, 
tweets at @reuvenmlerner  
and curates  
http://DailyTechVideo.com.  
Reuven lives in Modi’in, 
Israel, with his wife and  
three children.

Pandas
Reading data from CSV files, and then analyzing 
the data, is easy with Pandas.

IN MY LAST ARTICLE, I started discussing the 

to trends you should consider.

to determine whether the hypothesis holds up. But 

exploratory data analysis—just looking around, trying 

And, that’s what I’m going to cover this month, 
using tools provided by the amazing Python ecosystem 

in the past year or two who are learning Python 

NEXT  
Dave Taylor’s  
Work the Shell

PREVIOUS  
Editors’ Choice
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AT THE FORGE

ago, I was told that Python wasn’t yet mature enough to do the sorts 

contributors and contributions to the SciPy stack is phenomenal, making  

explain how to import that data into Pandas, which provides an additional 

including graphically. Although I won’t necessarily reach any amazing 
conclusions, you’ll at least see how you can import data into Pandas, slice 
and dice it in various ways, and then produce some basic plots.

Pandas

http://PyPI.python.org

Now, what can you do with your NumPy array? You could apply any 

But in this case, and in many cases in the data science world, what 

whatever indexes you want, giving you more expressive power than 
would be possible in a NumPy array. Pandas also provides some additional 
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installation already. It’s easiest to use %@%, the standard Python installation 
program, to do so:

;97A,%@%,@4;:5$$,!Z,496%>,65:%$A:$@E,%5475;

As good as Pandas is, it’s even better when it is integrated with the rest 

You can install this as well:

;97A,%@%,@4;:5$$,!Z,D[9%>:#<\4A:#EAAG]D

have installed this, run the Jupyter notebook:

[9%>:#<,4A:#EAAG

Python code inside the individual cells, rather than putting them in a 
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where I was the previous time I worked on a project.
Inside Jupyter Notebook, you’ll want to load NumPy, Pandas and 

@6%A<: statements and the ^%>$5E magic 

^%>$5E,@4$@4#,

@6%A<:,%5475;,5;,%7,

8<A6,%5475;,@6%A<:,)#<@#;_,C5:5`<56#

don’t need to alias Pandas to %7, but everyone else in the Pandas world 

Reading the CSV

<#57a?;H. As you might 
expect, <#57a?;H

<#57a?;H

<#57ab

article, with the <#57a?;H method:

78,*,%7T<#57a?;HRD5??#;;T?;HDX
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comma separators. So, you can retry your load, passing the ;#% parameter:

78,*,%7T<#57a?;HRD5??#;;T?;HD_,;#%*Dc:DX

78TG#>;RX

providing a particular column.
I should note that <#57a?;H <#57ab

Navigating through the Data Frame

78\D<D]
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Or like this:

78T<

78\3Pd]

78T<\3Pd]

 

78:

78T?A94:RX

each value appears:

78\D<D]TH5$9#a?A94:;RX
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each one appeared.

Plotting

example, you might want to have a bar graph indicating how many times 

78\D<D]TH5$9#a?A94:;RX\3Pd]T%$A:TE5<RX

^%>$5E,@4$@4#, this actually will 
appear in your browser window, rather than an external program.

You similarly can make a pie chart:

78\D<D]TH5$9#a?A94:;RX\3Pd]T%$A:T%@#RX

78 and then plot only those rows:

78\e78T<T;:<T?A4:5@4;RDf8##7fDX]\D<D]TH5$9#a?A94:;RX\3Pd]T%$A:T%@#RX

understand what’s going on:

;:<T?A4:5@4; method provided by Pandas, which 
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and were not popular.

in manipulating the data and, eventually, in plotting it.

Conclusion

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

RESOURCES

Data science is a hot topic, and many people have been writing good books on the 
subject. I’ve most recently been reading and enjoying an early release of the Python 
Data Science Handbook by Jake VanderPlas, which contains great information on 
data science as well as its use from within Python. Cathy O’Neil and Rachel Schutt’s 
slightly older book, Doing Data Science, also is excellent, approaching problems from 
a different angle. Both are published by O’Reilly, and both are worth reading if you’re 
interested in data science.

To learn more about the Python tools used in data science, check out the sites for 
NumPy (http://numpy.org), SciPy (http://SciPy.org), Pandas (http://pandas.pydata.org) 
and IPython (http://IPython.org). There is a lot to learn, so be prepared for a deep dive 
and lots of reading.

Pandas is available from, and documented at, http://pandas.pydata.org.

Python itself is available from http://python.org, and the PyPI package index, from which 
you can download all of the packages mentioned here, is at http://PyPI.python.org.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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DAVE TAYLOR

Dave Taylor has been 
hacking shell scripts 
since the dawn of the 
computer era. Well,  
not really, but still, 30 
years is a long time! 
He’s the author of the 
popular Wicked Cool 
Shell Scripts and Teach  
Yourself Unix in 24 Hours 
(new edition just  
released!). He can  
be found on Twitter  
as @DaveTaylor and  
at his tech site:  
www.AskDaveTaylor.com.

WORK THE SHELL

All about 
printf
Dave describes a super-useful scripting  
command stolen from the C standard I/O library.

IN MY LAST ARTICLE, I explored the surprising  

 
FF hexadecimal into decimal notation:

Q,#?"A,QRR,dL``,XX,

gYY

And, I discussed how you even could use the 
handy %<@4:8 command within scripts too, such as 
this command to display decimal numbers in octal 
and hexadecimal:

Q,%<@4:8,+A?:5$3,^Ac4"#L3,^Lc4+,Mg,Mg,

A?:5$3,Yg,

"#L3,g5

NEXT  
Kyle Rankin’s  
Hack and /

PREVIOUS  
Reuven M. Lerner’s  
At the Forge
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worth learning anyway.
In this article, I thought it would be interesting to take a closer  

look at the %<@4:8

If/Then Statements

@8,\,>A9D<#,$@G#,6#,],h,:"#4,

,,,>A9,8@47,>A9<;#$8TTT

A typical conditional expression actually might look like this:

@8,\,QR75:#,i^KX,!#j,d,]h,:"#4,

,,,#?"A,+1:D;,)9475>+,

#$;#,

,,,#?"A,+1:D;,4A:,)9475>+,

8@

in a shell script.
Fortunately, there are some ways you can tighten up things by using 

the && and || notations in your shell scripts.

:#;:,QR75:#,i^KX,!#j,d,OO,#?"A,+)9475>+
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command will output appropriately.

will be invoked:

:#;:,QR75:#,i^KX,!#j,d,SS,#?"A,+1:D;,4A:,)9475>,>#:+

You also can make this even more succinct by using the [] notational 

\,QR75:#,i^K,!#j,d,],SS,#?"A,+@:D;,4A:,)9475>,>#:+

and properly interpreted way to add an else clause.
You can try something like this:

?67P,OO,?67g,SS,?67V

@8,?67P,h,:"#4,

,,?67g,

#$;#,

,,?67V,

8@

to move that onto a single line:

@8,?67P,h,:"#4,?67g,h,#$;#,?67V,h,8@
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But, is it more readable? Is it really how you want to write your 

The Ever-Helpful printf Command

In C and its brethren, the command shows up l ike this:

%<@4:8R8A<65:;:<@4=_,5<=_,5<=Xh

8%<@4:8RX 

8%<@4:8R;:7@A_,8A<65:;:<@4=_,5<=_,5<=Xh

It’s not really relevant to this discussion, but hey, you should know 
this C programming nuance just so you know what’s going on, right?

Okay, okay, back to the shell.
%<@4:8 command is basically the same, just without the 

parentheses and commas:

%<@4:8,8A<65:;:<@4=,5<=,5<=

#?"A command, %<@4:8 doesn’t automatically append a 

like this:

Q,%<@4:8,+"#$$A+,

"#$$AQ

to alleviate this problem, notably c4
carriage return.
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%<@4:8,+A?:5$3,^Ac4"#L3,^Lc4+,Mg,Mg

Now you know what those c4  

c5 cE

backspace, c: cc

should be interpreted and displayed. Give it a decimal value but use 
^A

 ^?

 ^;

 ^7

 ^8

notational conventions used. You can read the %<@4:8
much more detail on that.

complicated and interesting.

Where things get more interesting is  
with the specifics of the format string.
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%<@4:8 

Q,%@*VTPMPYkl,

Q,%<@4:8,+^7c4+,Q%@,

!E5;"3,%<@4:83,VTPMPYkl3,@4H5$@7,496E#<,

d

^8 instead:

Q,%<@4:8,+^8c4+,Q%@,

VTPMPYkl

%<@4:8

Q,%<@4:8,+^Td8c4+,Q%@,

V

with and you want to be able to ensure that you don’t get weird 

Q,%<@4:8,+^Tg8c4+,Q%@,

VTPM

Q,%<@4:8,+m^PY8mc4+,Q%@,

m,,,,,,,VTPMPYklm
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You can combine things too:

Q,%<@4:8,+m^PdTg8mc4+,Q%@,

m,,,,,,VTPMm

particularly interesting:

Q,%<@4:8,+S^gd;S^gd;Sc4+,+A4#+,+:KA+h,%<@4:8,+S^gd;S^gd;Sc4+,

+:"<##+,+8A9<+,

S,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,A4#S,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:KAS,

S,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:"<##S,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,8A9<S,

Q

%<@4:8 command and its many tricks to help you create more 

tackle—or a game I should consider—please don’t hesitate to send an 

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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“This was a great conference that addresses 
all levels, roles and abilities. Great variety of
classes, great presenters, and I learned
many practical things that I can take back
and start implementing next week.”

—Kathy Mincey, Collaboration Specialist, FHI 360

“As a newcomer to SharePoint, SPTechCon was an excellent
way to begin learning more of its vast capabilities. This 
conference is a great way to hear about technical features
and success stories of the product. Great vendors too. I will 
be following up with several of them about their products.”

—Jeffrey Wahl, IT Services Manager, Carbonite, Inc.

SPTechCon™ is a trademark of BZ Media LLC. SharePoint® is a registered trademark of Microsoft.  

“This is the most informative conference I have been to in years. 
The technical discussions gave me a much better understanding of 
direction, advantages and challenges we face with this massive platform.”

—Jamie Tyndall, Manager, Application Development, Business Information Group

www.sptechcon.com
A BZ Media Event  

Learn what’s new in 
SharePoint and Office 365!

BOSTON!

Attend

June 27-30,2016
The Sheraton Boston

Register
Early

and SAVE!

Whether you want to learn about what’s coming 
in SharePoint 2016, are still making the most out of 
SharePoint 2013 or even 2010, or getting started with
Office 365, you will find the SharePoint and Office 365 
training you need at SPTechCon.
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Secure 
Desktops 
with Qubes: 
Introduction
Learn about next-generation desktop security 
with Qubes.

THIS IS THE FIRST

I’ve ever used and one I personally switched to during 

KYLE RANKIN

Kyle Rankin is a Sr. 

Systems Administrator 

in the San Francisco  

Bay Area and the author 

of a number of books, 

including The Official 

Ubuntu Server Book, 

Knoppix Hacks and 

Ubuntu Hacks. He is 

currently the president 

of the North Bay Linux 

Users’ Group.

HACK AND /

NEXT  
Shawn Power’s  
The Open-Source  
Classroom

PREVIOUS  
Dave Taylor’s  
Work the Shell
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servers to only what is necessary. In a modern environment where a server 
is running only SSH plus maybe one or two other networked services, 

does get hacked, ideally you can detect it, isolate that server and respond 

different
action you take with your desktop computer opens up a new way to 

risky plugins like Flash installed, is one major way a desktop can be 

building and executing someone else’s code or running services directly on 
their desktop to test out their own code. Although some Linux users are 

that lets them get back into your machine whenever they want, and in the 

up access to other computers.
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the damage an attacker can do by separating your activities and their 

How Qubes Works

want multiple desktop environments running inside their own windows. 
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desktop environment.

the application appears with a window border that is colorized based 

one might be colored red while your banking browser might be colored 

Figure 1. Multiple Windows with Different Colors
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demonstrates the point.

 
 

become too unwieldy, and you can select which applications appear 

Sharing Information between AppVMs

be to share the clipboard between all windows, but then the risk 

Figure 2. Qubes Application Menu
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TemplateVMs, Persistence and Backdoor Protection

l ike ls or bash, or add extra programs that are triggered to start at 
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cron entry that launched the backdoor. Although it’s true that attackers 

running, and they would have no way to launch it again automatically.

This means your browser history and 
settings will stick around, but if an attacker 
did compromise your browser and tried to 
install a backdoor into bash or Firefox, the 
next time you rebooted that appVM, the 
backdoor would be gone.
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in that when you need to apply a security update, you just need to 

the update.

Network Security with netVMs

is the only one with an IP on the external network, it’s considered 

networks, and its Network Manager applet shows up on your desktop 

network access.

certain hosts on the network. For instance, you could restrict your 

to hosts on your internal network. Anyone who wants to attack one 
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actually let me relax a l ittle bit more than I would otherwise, because 

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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13th Annual 

2016 HPC FOR WALL STREET –
CLOUD & DATA CENTERS Show & Conference
April 4, 2016 (Monday)
Roosevelt Hotel, NYC
Madison Ave and 45th St, next to Grand Central Station

2015 Sponsors

™

Show & Conference:  
Flagg Management Inc
353 Lexington Avenue, New York 10016
(212) 286 0333   fax: (212) 286 0086    
flaggmgmt@msn.com

www.flaggmgmt.com/linux

2016 Capital Markets are coming to the 
2016 HPC for Wall Street.
All-Star Conference program for 2016.
Plan to attend the largest meeting of HPC, Cloud, Big Data, Data Cen-
ters, Virtualization, Low Latency for the Capital Markets.

See the program from 2015.

The 2016 program will have the same all-star lineup of speakers.

Location. Location. Location. The Roosevelt is next to Grand Central Sta-
tion and within walking distance of JPMorgan Chase, Deutsche Bank,
Morgan Stanley, NASDAQ – all in midtown.

Register online today: www.flaggmgmt.com/linux

The all-star lineup of speakers from HPC 2015

Plan to attend.

Low-Cost 

Conference Program

and Free Show.
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THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM

Jarvis, Please 
Lock the 
Front Door
I’m like Tony Stark, but my Jarvis is  
named Alexa.

YEARS AGO, 

the hardware wasn’t really reliable or highly available. 

much advantage over traditional switches.

SHAWN 
POWERS

Shawn Powers is the 
Associate Editor for 
Linux Journal. He’s  
also the Gadget Guy  
for LinuxJournal.com,  
and he has an  
interesting collection  
of vintage Garfield  
coffee mugs. Don’t  
let his silly hairdo  
fool you, he’s a  
pretty ordinary guy  
and can be reached  
via e-mail at  
shawn@linuxjournal.com.  
Or, swing by the  
#linuxjournal IRC  
channel on  
Freenode.net.
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New Products
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Kyle Rankin’s  
Hack and /
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Wireless Communication

Figure 1. SmartThings is my choice for the most flexible platform upon which to build.
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your home.

devices, I wanted something that was compatible with the most 

them wirelessly, but it’s sorta like using a standard phone line. Just 
because I can call someone in Germany doesn’t mean we’ll be able 

it doesn’t support all devices, it does have a very open development 

because some products are just so closed, communicating with them is 

The Actual Automation

Unfortunately again, even though SmartThings 
supports Z-Wave and ZigBee, that doesn’t mean 
it has native support for all devices that use 
Z-Wave or ZigBee.
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doors, most brands work just 

write programs that have actual 

be shared, and many are available 

to your system and provide a 
 

on events.

sensor, door opening via door 
sensor or lock unlocking via 

programmatically dealing with 
mundane house activities. It 

without any interaction on my part.

 
 

Figure 2. The Marketplace is full of 
SmartApps ready to download.
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your recipes.

Call Me Alexa

Figure 3. IFTTT 
with SmartThings 
makes your  
smart house  
even smarter.
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sounds great, and it is, but there’s so much more I’d like Alexa to do. 

Figure 4. Alexa 
can do IFTTT 
things even if 
you don’t use 
SmartThings!
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Don’t Skimp on Physical Switches

your smart bulbs as dumb as ever.

Getting Started
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l ike an Amazon Alexa and some Phillips Hue lights, the integration is 
really simple.

For my personal goals, using a central hub like the Samsung 

Show and Tell

Samsung SmartThings—Home Monitoring Kit ($249):

Figure 5. The Samsung SmartThings Home Monitoring Kit is a great way to start  
your adventure.
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complete system.
Amazon Echo ($179):

Figure 6. The original Amazon Echo or the new Echo Dot both work well for home 
automation.
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Leviton DZPD3-1LW Z-Wave 
Lamp Dimmer ($33.95): Rather 

l ight bulbs in our l iving room 
lamps, I just bought this dimmer 

 

it’s very important not to plug 

lamp dimmer. It basically provides 

Enerwave ZWN-SC7-W 
7-Button Scene Controller 
($42.99):
lamp dimmer module is that it 
doesn’t include any switches. 

Figure 7. This is a great 
device for dimming lamps. 
Unfortunately, it’s also  
great for ruining televisions. 
Be careful!

Figure 8. Enerwave 7-Button Scene 
Controller—I use only the single big 
button now, but all seven are usable.
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module, I just used that junction box and wired this controller in 

Kwikset 910 Z-Wave Smartcode Deadbolt ($150):

kit above, I have the deadbolt 
set to lock automatically when 

locked as well. I sleep a lot 
better knowing the doors are 
locked whether I checked them 
or not. Plus, the programable 
codes means we won’t have to 

Aeon Labs Aeotec Z-Wave 
Home Energy Meter ($94.90):  
I can’t get this to work. I 
basically want to monitor the 
usage on our home circuit 
breaker to see when and 
what electricity we’re using. 

dumb thing to work with my 

succeeded, so I just need to 
spend more time on it. I mention 

Figure 9. This Kwikset deadbolt was 
expensive, but I think it was worth it. There’s 
a more expensive version available too, 
with individual buttons for the numbers.
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it because I don’t want 
everyone to think things 

GE 12727 Z-Wave Lighting 
Control Smart Toggle Switch 
($40):
glance l ike a standard 

however, is always in the 
center position and can 
be bumped up or down to 

doesn’t actually switch to 
up or down, but activates a 
switch and then returns to 

Figure 10. This  
Aeon Labs Home 
Energy Meter will  
be cool, if I can ever 
get it working!

Figure 11. It feels weird, but it works like any 
other switch—sorta.
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GE 12724 Z-Wave Smart Dimmer ($40):
above toggle switch, but includes dimming technology. It’s also a 

returns to a middle position, but it’s less noticeable with this switch 
than with the toggle switch. You basically tap the top to turn l ights 

button up or down.
SmartenIt Three-Button ZigBee Switch ($49.99):

Figure 12. Perfect for dimming 
lights, but make sure they’re 
dimmable bulbs!
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GE Link Wireless A19 Smart Dimmable LED Light Bulb,  
60-Watt Equivalent ($15):

are plugged in so the bulbs have constant power. I  used bulbs 

mentioned previously manages both lamps at once, but Alexa can 
 

thing I  don’t l ike about them is that although they do dim, it ’s not 

Figure 13. The Smartenlt  
Three-Button ZigBee Swtich  
is great for sticking places  
that don’t have power lines.
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the bulbs real ly get dim  
only when you go to  

 
a nitpick, however, and  

it  a complaint I  can happily 
l ive with.

Is Your Home Smart?
 

I  write about things I love.  

smart technology in your 
house, I’d love to hear about 
it. Just put something like 

line, and drop me a message 
at shawn@linuxjournal.com.  

cool things I do or horrible mistakes I make along the path to my 

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

RETURN TO CONTENTS

Figure 14. 
These GE 
LinkWireless 
Smart 
Dimmable 
LED bulbs are 
cheap, but 
occasionally 
difficult to 
pair properly. 
The cost 
makes them 
worth the 
hassle.
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Linaro Announces Software 
Reference Platform for ARM

With the launch of its Software Reference Platform for ARMv8-A 
processors, Linaro is proud to enable both a complete end-to-end 
open-source server software stack and access to enterprise-class 
ARM-based server hardware for developers. The build for the 
Linaro Enterprise Group is a complete reference implementation for 
ARM servers, including open-source boot software and firmware 
implementing the ARM Trusted Firmware, UEFI and ACPI standards, 
a Linux 4.4 kernel, tested latest Debian and CentOS distributions, 
OpenStack, OpenJDK, Hadoop and Spark. A build for the Linaro 
Mobile Group also is available. Linaro expects the platform to be 
utilized by Linaro members and the wider community for enterprise 
products and cloud-instance development and deployment. During 
2016, the Linaro Software Reference Platform releases will provide 
market-segment-specific application stacks to support an increasing 
range of data-center, networking and home-gateway applications.
http://linaro.org

NEW PRODUCTS
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Video Streaming
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Kolab Systems AG and  
Collabora’s CloudSuite

The chemistry created by the Kolab Systems-Collabora Productivity 
partnership enabled CloudSuite, the first 100% open-source, 
enterprise-grade cloud office suite. Kolab Systems’ contribution is 
its Kolab open-source groupware and collaboration framework; 
Collabora Productivity is the architect behind LibreOffice Online, the 
cloud-based office productivity suite. The integration of CloudSuite 
into Kolab allows users to work on documents simultaneously 
using a full-featured on-line office suite. Collaboratively, they can 
compose text documents, fill spreadsheets and design presentations, 
even from different locations. Documents can be saved in 
Microsoft-compatible and Open Document formats. The CloudSuite 
offering also includes Collabora Office, a professional LibreOffice 
distribution, for off-line use on the desktop. An important 
motivation for both firms in this effort involves a desire to move 
away from closed and insecure solutions to ones that respect users’ 
freedoms, protect their privacy and guarantee their work will not be 
locked away in proprietary formats.
http://kolabsys.com, http://collaboraoffice.com
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AdaCore’s SPARK Pro

With this new version of the SPARK Pro toolset, AdaCore comes 
one step closer to its goal of making the writing of proven 
software both efficient and pleasant. As part of its new SPARK 
Pro 16 integrated development and verification environment, 
AdaCore further simplifies software engineers’ transition to 
greater reliance on static verification and formal proofs sans need 
for expertise in mathematical logic. SPARK Pro 16 also provides 
enhanced coverage of the SPARK 2014 language features and 
now supports the Ravenscar tasking profile, thus extending the 
benefits of formal verification methods to a safe subset of Ada 
2012 concurrent programming features. This new SPARK Pro can 
generate counter-examples to verification conditions that cannot 
be proved, making it easier for developers to find defects in the 
functional code or in the supplied contracts. Finally, SPARK Pro 16 
also improves the handling of bitwise/modular operations, and 
the product’s proof engine now includes the Z3 SMT solver.
http://adacore.com
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Canonical and BQ’s Aquaris M10 
Ubuntu Edition Tablet
Canonical’s broad vision for Ubuntu Linux is to offer a single, 
converged personal computing experience across devices. This 
vision has taken a leap forward with the launch of the Aquaris M10 
Ubuntu Edition tablet, “the first fully converged Ubuntu device” 
released by Canonical together with its European partner, BQ. As 
a converged device, the Aquarius M10 with dynamically adaptive 
user experience is capable of providing both a true tablet and the 
full Ubuntu desktop experiences. The former becomes the latter 
by simply plugging in a monitor via the HDMI port or connecting 
a keyboard and mouse via Bluetooth. Canonical hopes to offer 
customers everything they have come to expect from an Ubuntu PC, 
now on the tablet. Ubuntu is already the preferred desktop OS for 
more than 30 million users worldwide, and the first Ubuntu phones 
have proven successful as well. With this latest software release and 
the launch of the Aquaris M10 Ubuntu Edition, Canonical notes that 
Ubuntu is now the only platform that runs both a mobile-based full-
touch interface and a true PC experience from a single smart device. 
Hundreds of apps and scopes (content-specific home screens) already 
are available in the Ubuntu App Store.
http://ubuntu.com/tablet
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BitTorrent Inc.’s Sync
The Sync application from BitTorrent Inc. is simple yet powerful, 
offering the ability to move large amounts of data directly 
between devices. The new Sync 2.3 provides new features to 
support power users seeking to unlock Sync’s full potential. 
BitTorrent says that Sync is simple to use in combination with a 
cloud provider’s storage space or NAS to ensure data redundancy 
for backup. Of course, having data stored anywhere on third-
party infrastructure is a serious concern. The new Encrypted Folder 
feature in Sync 2.3 solves this issue by providing the ability to 
encrypt data at rest on any designated location. Encrypted Folders 
can be shared to read-only nodes to provide an off-site snapshot of 
data without providing direct access, or users can deploy multiple 
Encrypted Folders to increase the reliability of a peer swarm. 
Another new feature is support for moving data to and from an 
SD card on Android 5+ devices. Finally, Selective Sync support is 
available on all flavors of Sync for Linux. Users download only the 
files they need, when they need them, without having to replicate 
entire folders on their beloved Linux boxes.
http://bittorrent.com
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ACI Worldwide’s UP Retail 
Payments
As customers of global-payments solution provider ACI Worldwide 
retire aging platforms, they are clamoring for Linux-based 
options. ACI Worldwide has responded with a Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux version of UP Retail Payments, a complete and customizable 
end-to-end enterprise payments solution. UP Retail Payments, 
targeted at banks and processors, combines the benefits of 
ACI’s BASE24 and UP BASE24-eps solutions. BASE24 is ACI’s retail 
payment platform; UP Framework orchestrates any payment type, 
channel, currency or network. ACI’s approach with this solution 
is like a bridge between BASE24 customers’ current systems and 
evolving end-user demands, enabling them to continue running 
some or all of their systems into the foreseeable future. This 
strategy lowers risk and costs, adds ACI, eliminating the need to 
“rip and replace” systems to address emerging payment needs. 
ACI emphasizes the advantages of the new RHEL version of UP 
Retail Payments, such as a 50% reduction in TCO while increasing 
performance, scalability and reliability.
http://aciworldwide.com
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EnterpriseDB’s EDB Postgres 
Advanced Server and EDB 
Postgres Enterprise Manager

The elegance of open source is on full display with new product 
releases like EnterpriseDB’s (EDB’s) new PostreSQL-based database 
solutions. On the heels of the significant PostgreSQL 9.5 update come 
two EnterpriseDB solutions that take Postgres further, namely EDB 
Postgres Advanced Server 9.5 and EDB Postgres Enterprise Manager 6.0. 
EDB Postgres Advanced Server integrates additional capabilities and 
security into Postgres that large companies and governments require in 
order to use it, and this new v9.5 features the following: preconfigured 
integration with Hadoop and MongoDB, enhanced security with 
password profiles, expanded compatibility with Oracle to ease and 
speed migrations, and dramatic performance increases through vertical 
scaling optimizations. Meanwhile, EDB Postgres Enterprise Manager, 
EDB’s single console for tuning, monitoring and administering large 
Postgres deployments, adds enhancements as well in this v6.0 release. 
These include Nagios support, failover management, a streaming 
replication wizard, audit log alerts and an improved alert UI.
http://enterprisedb.com
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Varnish Software’s Hitch

Making life easier for the 2.2 million Web sites that deploy  
the Varnish Cache HTTP engine is the point of Hitch from 
Varnish Software. The recently updated Hitch is a scalable,  
open-source network proxy designed to handle tens of 
thousands of connections on multicore machines efficiently. 
Maker Varnish describes Hitch’s benefits as easy to configure,  
a low memory footprint and the ideal way of terminating  
client-side SSL/TLS for Varnish. The deployment process for 
Varnish Cache is streamlined by the support for the PROXY 
protocol, which lets Varnish consider the original client’s 
endpoints as if there were no TLS proxy in between. Hitch is 
tested on Linux, but works on other *nixes as well. Hitch’s 
features include support for TLS1.0-1.2; SNI, with and without 
wild-card certificates; support for HAProxy’s PROXY protocol; 
seamless configuration run-time reload support and performance 
of up to 15,000 listening sockets and 500,000 certificates.
http://hitch-tls.org,  
http://varnish-software.com

Please send information about  
releases of Linux-related products  
to newproducts@linuxjournal.com  
or New Products c/o Linux Journal,  
PO Box 980985, Houston, TX 77098.  
Submissions are edited for length  
and content.
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NEXT  
Feature:  
Stunnel Security 

PREVIOUS  
New Products

FEATURE

ROCK-SOLID 
ENCRYPTED 

VIDEO 
STREAMING

Using SSH Tunnels 
and the BeagleBone Black

Gain a deep understanding of SSH port  
forwarding by implementing a streaming  

video server on a BeagleBone Black. 
RAMON CRICHLOW
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FEATURE: Rock-Solid Encrypted Video Streaming

Y ou probably have used SSH as a remote login shell,  
 

 

that wil l survive network outages, computer reboots and idle 
connection timeouts.

Understanding SSH Tunnelling

Figure 1. Data Path for TCP Packets Traveling between Hosts Charlie and Sam
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FEATURE: Rock-Solid Encrypted Video Streaming

ports securely. It’s easiest to begin with an example.

executed on charlie:

Q,;;",!F,MMMM3PglTdTdTP3YYYY,;A6#a9;#<U;56

!F

;;" 
command was executed.

 

localhost address.

bound to 5555 receives the data.
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FEATURE: Rock-Solid Encrypted Video Streaming

Understanding SSH Commands

host creates the server socket and the remote host creates the client 
socket. In a reverse tunnel, the local host creates the client socket and the 

the SSH command was executed.

Q,;;",!F,PgVM3KKKT;A6#aK#E;@:#T?A63nd,;A6#a9;#<U)&o

 

on which it is blocked.
Reverse SSH tunnels work exactly the same way, except that the remote 

host creates the server socket and the local host creates the client socket. 
!' option instructs the SSH process to create a reverse tunnel:

Q,;;",!',PgVM3KKKT;A6#aK#E;@:#T?A63nd,;A6#a9;#<U)&o
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FEATURE: Rock-Solid Encrypted Video Streaming

where the SSH command executes.

IP will serve as a relay where the video can be viewed.

Amazon Web Server Configuration

you encounter problems.

https://aws.amazon.com/free

;;" in to 

5. Assign the newly created security group to your instance.

-,H@,f#:?f;;"f;;"7a?A48@=,

B$@#4:&$@H#BA94:o5L,V,

B$@#4:&$@H#14:#<H5$,pd
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Q,;97A,;"9:7AK4,!<,4AK

B$@#4:&$@H#14:#<H5$

B$@#4:&$@H#14:#<H5$ seconds, the sshd server will send a message 

B$@#4:&$@H#BA94:o5L

is reached, sshd will disconnect the client, terminating the session.

BeagleBone Black Configuration
Many intermittent BeagleBone Black problems can be resolved by using 

I used a BeagleBone Black Rev C to complete the steps outlined in this 

Q,$;Ea<#$#5;#,!5,

2A,F)q,6A79$#;,5<#,5H5@$5E$#T,

C@;:<@E9:A<,1C3,C#E@54,

C#;?<@%:@A43,C#E@54,(2ZfF@49L,lTM,RK"##r>X,

'#$#5;#3,lTM,

BA7#456#3,K"##r>

Q,?7,fA%:f;?<@%:;f:AA$;f,

Q,=@:,%9$$,

Q,;97A,Tf9%75:#aG#<4#$T;",

Q,;97A,<#EAA:,

,

Q,9456#,!<,

VTnTPV!EA4#lk
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FEATURE: Rock-Solid Encrypted Video Streaming

Installing mjpg-streamer

connection. Log in to your BeagleBone and type:

Q,?7,

Q,K=#:,"::%;3ff=@:"9ET?A6f;"<G#>f6[%=!;:<#56#<f<5Kf65;:#<f,

6[%=!;:<#56#<T:5<T=r,

Q,:5<,!LH8,Tf6[%=!;:<#56#<T:5<T=r,

Q,?7,6[%=!;:<#56#<,

Q,65G#

6>aE#5=$# with its IP address.
$;9;E to check that it has 

enumerated properly:

Q,$;9;E,

q9;,ddP,C#H@?#,ddV3,1C,dMp73dngY,FA=@:#?"_,14?T,s#E?56,Bgld

the BeagleBone.

Q,Tf6[%=a;:<#56#<,!@,+Tf@4%9:a9H?T;A+,!A,+TfA9:%9:a"::%T;A,,

, !K,TfKKK,!%,ndkd+

Check whether the BeagleBone is streaming video by opening a 
browser in a host on the same network as the BeagleBone and browse 

Q,?7,,

Q,6G7@<,;?<@%:;,

Q,?7,;?<@%:;,
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Q,H@,6[%=a;:<#56#<T;",

-tfE@4fE5;",

@8,t,%=<#%,!8,f"A6#f7#E@54f6[%=!;:<#56#<f6[%=a;:<#56#<,,

:"#4,f"A6#f7#E@54f6[%=!;:<#56#<f6[%=a;:<#56#<,!@,+f"A6#f7#E@54f,

6[%=!;:<#56#<f@4%9:a9H?T;A,!!<#;A$9:@A4,uv(&,+,!A,,

, +f"A6#f7#E@54f6[%=!;:<#56#<fA9:%9:a"::%T;A,!K,,

, f"A6#f7#E@54f6[%=!;:<#56#<fKKK,!%,ndkd+,

8@,

Q,?"6A7,iL,6[%=a;:<#56#<T;"

per minute:

Q,?<A4:5E,!#,

b,b,b,b,b,f"A6#f7#E@54f;?<@%:;f6[%=a;:<#56#<T;"

resolution and will restart automatically when the BeagleBone is rebooted.

SSH Setup
;;"

BeagleBone using ;?%

downloaded the private key, type:

Q,;?%,6>a%<@H5:#aG#>T%#6,7#E@54U6>aE#5=$#3,ef

Now log in to the BeagleBone and type:

Q,?"6A7,dMdd,6>a%<@H5:#aG#>T%#6

;;"
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FEATURE: Rock-Solid Encrypted Video Streaming

Q,;;",9E94:9U6>a565rA4,!@,6>a%<@H5:#aG#>T%#6

Q,;97A,H@,,f#:?f;;"f;;"a?A48@=,

,

wA;:,#?g,

,,,,,,,,wA;:256#,6>a565rA4,

,,,,,,,,17#4:@:>`@$#,,f"A6#f7#E@54f6>a%<@H5:#aG#>T%#6,

,,,,,,,,Z;#<,9E94:9,

,,,,,,,,)#<H#<&$@H#14:#<H5$,pd,,,,,,,,,,,

,,,,,,,,)#<H#<&$@H#BA94:o5L,g

)#<H#<&$@H#14:#<H5$ and )#<H#<&$@H#BA94:o5L 
B$@#4:&$@H#14:#<H5$ and 

B$@#4:&$@H#BA94:o5L

Q,;;",#?g

autossh Configuration

minutes. Server reboots and network outages also obviously can kill the tunnel.

)#<H#<&$@H# 

Q,;97A,5%:!=#:,@4;:5$$,59:A;;"
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FEATURE: Rock-Solid Encrypted Video Streaming

Now, let’s write a startup script that launches autossh at boot time 
using the @4@:T7

Q,?7,f#:?f@4@:T7,

Q,;97A,H@,f#:?f@4@:T7f:944#$,

,

-tfE@4fE5;",

---,qJ(12,1210,12`.,

-,/<AH@7#;3,,,,,,,,,,:944#$,

-,'#j9@<#7!):5<:3,,,,Q$A?5$a8;,Q<#6A:#a8;,Q4#:KA<G,Q;>;$A=,Q456#7,

-,'#j9@<#7!):A%3,,,,,Q$A?5$a8;,Q<#6A:#a8;,Q4#:KA<G,Q;>;$A=,Q456#7,

-,C#859$:!):5<:3,,,,,g,V,M,Y,

-,C#859$:!):A%3,,,,,,d,P,p,

-,)"A<:!C#;?<@%:@A43,):5<:f;:A%,,;;",:944#$,

---,J2C,1210,12`.,

,

;#:,!#,-5EA<:,5:,8@<;:,#<<A<,

F.(`1FJ*f"A6#f7#E@54f6>a59:A;;"T$A=,

#L%A<:,&Z0.))wa(&0J01oJ*d,,-/<#H#4:;,59:A;;",8<A6,#L@:@4=,@8,8@<;:,,

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-5::#6%:,,85@$;,

#L%A<:,&Z0.))wa/1C`1FJ*f"A6#f7#E@54f6>a59:A;;"T%@7,,

,

?5;#,QP,@4,

,;:5<:X,

,,;9,!?,+75:#,NNQF.(`1FJh,59:A;;",!o,d,!2,!',YYYY3$A?5$"A;:3ndkd,,

, #?g,ONNQF.(`1FJ+,!;,fE@4fE5;",7#E@54,

,hh,

,;:A%X,

,,@8,\,!#,Q&Z0.))wa/1C`1FJ,],,

,,,:"#4,

,,,G@$$,!k,x?5:,Q&Z0.))wa/1C`1FJx,

,,8@,

,hh,

,bX,

,,#?"A,+Z;5=#3,f#:?f@4@:T7f:944#$,y;:5<:S;:A%Sz+,

,,#L@:,P,
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FEATURE: Rock-Solid Encrypted Video Streaming

,hh,

#;5?,

,

Q,;97A,?"6A7,iL,:944#$,

Q,;97A,9%75:#!<?T7,:944#$,7#859$:;,

Q,;97A,;"9:7AK4,!<,4AK

PC Setup
Since this is a video streaming application, it is likely that you want to 

video stream, but that may not be desirable.

Secure Video Streaming

Q,;97A,5%:!=#:,@4;:5$$,59:A;;",

Q,H@,efT;;"f?A48@=,

wA;:,#?g,

,,,,,,,,wA;:256#,6>a565rA4,

,,,,,,,,17#4:@:>`@$#,,%5:"a:Af6>a%<@H5:#aG#>T%#6,

,,,,,,,,Z;#<,9E94:9,

,,,,,,,,)#<H#<&$@H#14:#<H5$,pd,,,,,,,,,,,

,,,,,,,,)#<H#<&$@H#BA94:o5L,g

Q,;;",!F,PgVM3$A?5$"A;:3YYYY,#?g
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FEATURE: Rock-Solid Encrypted Video Streaming

Once this command is executed, start a browser and open  

You can make this tunnel permanent by adding a startup script 

Q,?7,f#:?f@4@:T7,

Q,;97A,H@,f#:?f@4@:T7f8A<K5<7:944#$,

-tfE@4fE5;",

---,qJ(12,1210,12`.,

-,/<AH@7#;3,,,,,,,,,,8A<K5<7:944#$,

-,'#j9@<#7!):5<:3,,,,Q$A?5$a8;,Q<#6A:#a8;,Q4#:KA<G,Q;>;$A=,Q456#7,

-,'#j9@<#7!):A%3,,,,,Q$A?5$a8;,Q<#6A:#a8;,Q4#:KA<G,Q;>;$A=,Q456#7,

-,C#859$:!):5<:3,,,,,g,V,M,Y,

-,C#859$:!):A%3,,,,,,d,P,p,

-,)"A<:!C#;?<@%:@A43,):5<:f;:A%,,;;",8A<K5<7:944#$,

---,J2C,1210,12`.,

,

;#:,!#,-5EA<:,5:,8@<;:,#<<A<,

F.(`1FJ*f"A6#f>A9<a9;#<456#f6>a59:A;;"T$A=,,-,Bw&2(J,{.Z'aZ)J'2&oJtt,

#L%A<:,&Z0.))wa(&0J01oJ*d,-/<#H#4:;,59:A;;",8<A6,#L@:@4=,@8,,

, 8@<;:,5::#6%:,85@$;,

#L%A<:,&Z0.))wa/1C`1FJ*f"A6#f>A9<a9;#<456#f6>a59:A;;"T%@7,-,Bw&2(J,,

, {.Z'aZ)J'2&oJtt,

,

?5;#,QP,@4,

,;:5<:X,

,,;9,!?,+75:#,NNQF.(`1FJh,59:A;;",!o,d,!2,!F,PgVM3$A?5$"A;:3YYYY,,

, #?g,ONNQF.(`1FJ+,!;,fE@4fE5;",>A9<a9;#<456#-,Bw&2(J,{.Z'aZ)J'2&oJtt,

,hh,

,;:A%X,

,,@8,\,!#,Q&Z0.))wa/1C`1FJ,],,

,,,:"#4,

,,,G@$$,!k,x?5:,Q&Z0.))wa/1C`1FJx,

,,8@,
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FEATURE: Rock-Solid Encrypted Video Streaming

,hh,

,bX,

,,#?"A,+Z;5=#3,f#:?f@4@:T7f8A<K5<7:944#$,y;:5<:S;:A%Sz+,

,,#L@:,P,

,hh,

#;5?,

,

Q,;97A,?"6A7,iL,8A<K5<7:944#$,

Q,;97A,9%75:#!<?T7,8A<K5<7:944#$,7#859$:;,

Q,;97A,;"9:7AK4,!<,4AK

Note that you will have to change >A9<a9;#<456# in the above to your 
user name.

Unsecured Video Streaming

to authenticate with the correct user name and password by using the 

On the BeagleBone:

Q,H@,f"A6#f7#E@54f;?<@%:;f6[%=a;:<#56#<T;",

-tfE@4fE5;",

@8,t,%=<#%,!8,f"A6#f7#E@54f6[%=!;:<#56#<f6[%=a;:<#56#<,,

:"#4,f"A6#f7#E@54f6[%=!;:<#56#<f6[%=a;:<#56#<,!@,+f"A6#f7#E@54f,

6[%=!;:<#56#<f@4%9:a9H?T;A+,!A,+f"A6#f7#E@54f6[%=!;:<#56#<f,

A9:%9:a"::%T;A,!K,f"A6#f7#E@54f6[%=!;:<#56#<fKKK,!%,ndkd,,

, !!<#;A$9:@A4,uv(&,!?,9;#<256J3/5;;Kd<7+,

8@,

Q,;"9:7AK4,!<,4AK
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Change 9;#<256J3/5;;Kd<7
name is unrelated to any account on your BeagleBone.

(5:#K5>/A<:;

-,H@,f#:?f;;"f;;"7a?A48@=,

B$@#4:&$@H#BA94:o5L,V,

B$@#4:&$@H#14:#<H5$,pd,

(5:#K5>/A<:;,>#;,

-,;#<H@?#,;;",<#;:5<:

 

(5:#K5>/A<:;

(5:#K5>/A<:;,>#; (5:#K5>/A<:;,4A

Conclusion
In this article, I have described how to set up secure and reliable SSH 
tunnels, explained the underlying mechanism behind SSH tunnelling and 

Ramon v3.0 is an embedded software AI with a keen interest in real-time video 
streaming. Having outgrown several Saskatchewan-based hard drives, he now resides 
diffusely in the Google cloud.

FEATURE: Rock-Solid Encrypted Video Streaming

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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Stunnel 
Security 

for Oracle
Replace database TLS for  

simplified best-practice compliance.
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FEATURE: Stunnel Security

O
 

 

passwords, but the session payload is transmitted in clear text and 
is intercepted easily by anyone with control over the intermediate 

It is possible to use the stunnel uti l ity to wrap the Oracle 
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FEATURE: Stunnel Security

Server Configuration

#L%A<:,.'&BFJa)1C*6>7E,.'&BFJaw.oJ*eA<5?$#f.<5Pg?f7E,

,

Q.'&BFJaw.oJfE@4f$;4<?:$,;:5<:

For this reason, security-sensitive code  
that may require immediate updates  

should be kept out of the database server 
whenever possible. The stunnel utility 

meets this requirement very well.
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FEATURE: Stunnel Security

F)2'B0F,8A<,F@49L3,v#<;@A4,PgTPTdTgTd,!,/<A79?:@A4,A4,,

, Pk!`Jq!gdPp,PV3Pn3YY,

,

BA%><@=":,R?X,PkkP_,gdPM_,.<5?$#T,,&$$,<@=":;,<#;#<H#7T,

,

):5<:@4=,f"A6#fA<5?$#f.<5Pg?f7EfE@4f:4;$;4<3,%$#5;#,K5@:TTT,

,

02)F)2',8A<,F@49L3,v#<;@A4,PgTPTdTgTd,!,/<A79?:@A4,

)>;:#6,%5<56#:#<,8@$#,@;,f"A6#fA<5?$#f.<5Pg?f7Ef4#:KA<Gf,

576@4f$@;:#4#<TA<5,

FA=,6#;;5=#;,K<@::#4,:A,f"A6#fA<5?$#f.<5Pg?f7@5=f:4;$;4<f,

w.)02&oJf$@;:#4#<f5$#<:f$A=TL6$,

F@;:#4@4=,A43,RCJ)B'1/01.2*R&CC'J))*R/'.0.B.F*:?%XRw.)0*PTgTVTMX,

R/.'0*PYgPXXX,

F@;:#4@4=,A43,RCJ)B'1/01.2*R&CC'J))*R/'.0.B.F*@%?XRIJ{*Jm0/'.BXXX,

,

BA44#?:@4=,:A,RCJ)B'1/01.2*R&CC'J))*R/'.0.B.F*0B/XRw.)0*PTgTVTMX,

R/.'0*PYgPXXX,

)0&0Z),A8,:"#,F1)0J2J',

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,

&$@5;,,,,,,,,,,,,,F1)0J2J',

v#<;@A4,,,,,,,,,,,02)F)2',8A<,F@49L3,v#<;@A4,PgTPTdTgTd,!,/<A79?:@A4,

):5<:,C5:#,,,,,,,,Pk!`Jq!gdPp,PV3Pn3YY,

Z%:@6#,,,,,,,,,,,,d,75>;,d,"<T,d,6@4T,d,;#?,

0<5?#,F#H#$,,,,,,,A88,

)#?9<@:>,,,,,,,,,,.23,FA?5$,.),&9:"#4:@?5:@A4,

)2o/,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.``,

/5<56#:#<,`@$#,,,,f"A6#fA<5?$#f.<5Pg?f7Ef4#:KA<Gf576@4f$@;:#4#<TA<5,

F@;:#4#<,FA=,`@$#,f"A6#fA<5?$#f.<5Pg?f7@5=f:4;$;4<fw.)02&oJf$@;:#4#<f,

5$#<:f$A=TL6$,

F@;:#4@4=,J47%A@4:;,)9665<>TTT,

,,RCJ)B'1/01.2*R&CC'J))*R/'.0.B.F*:?%XRw.)0*PTgTVTMXR/.'0*PYgPXXX,

,,RCJ)B'1/01.2*R&CC'J))*R/'.0.B.F*@%?XRIJ{*Jm0/'.BXXX,

)#<H@?#;,)9665<>TTT,
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FEATURE: Stunnel Security

)#<H@?#,+6>7E+,"5;,P,@4;:54?#R;XT,

,,14;:54?#,+6>7E+_,;:5:9;,Z2I2.s2_,"5;,P,"547$#<R;X,8A<,:"@;,;#<H@?#TTT,

0"#,?A66547,?A6%$#:#7,;9??#;;89$$>

activity must be disabled.

https://www.stunnel.org/howto.html

?7,f#:?f%G@f:$;f?#<:;,

65G#,;:944#$T%#6

(#4#<5:@4=,5,gdMn,E@:,')&,%<@H5:#,G#>,

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTiii,

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTiii,

K<@:@4=,4#K,%<@H5:#,G#>,:A,Df:6%fA%#4;;$T"m/V=sD,

!!!!!,

{A9,5<#,5EA9:,:A,E#,5;G#7,:A,#4:#<,@48A<65:@A4,:"5:,K@$$,E#,@4?A<%A<5:#7,

@4:A,>A9<,?#<:@8@?5:#,<#j9#;:T,

s"5:,>A9,5<#,5EA9:,:A,#4:#<,@;,K"5:,@;,?5$$#7,5,C@;:@4=9@;"#7,256#,,

A<,5,C2T,

0"#<#,5<#,j9@:#,5,8#K,8@#$7;,E9:,>A9,?54,$#5H#,;A6#,E$54G,

`A<,;A6#,8@#$7;,:"#<#,K@$$,E#,5,7#859$:,H5$9#_,

18,>A9,#4:#<,DTD_,:"#,8@#$7,K@$$,E#,$#8:,E$54GT,
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FEATURE: Stunnel Security

!!!!!,

BA94:<>,256#,Rg,$#::#<,?A7#X,\mm]3Z),

):5:#,A<,/<AH@4?#,256#,R89$$,456#X,\]31F,

FA?5$@:>,256#,R#=_,?@:>X,\C#859$:,B@:>]3B"@?5=A,

.<=54@r5:@A4,256#,R#=_,?A6%54>X,\C#859$:,BA6%54>,F:7]3&BoJ,BA<%A<5:@A4,

.<=54@r5:@A45$,Z4@:,256#,R#=_,;#?:@A4X,\]3s@7=#:,C@H@;@A4,

BA66A4,256#,R#=_,>A9<,456#,A<,>A9<,;#<H#<D;,"A;:456#X,\]375<G;:5<,

J65@$,&77<#;;,\]3$@49;U%A;@LTA<=

you can call OpenSSL directly:

A%#4;;$,<#j,!4#K,!LYdk,!75>;,VpYd,!4A7#;,c,

, !A9:,;:944#$T%#6,!G#>A9:,;:944#$T%#6

-,?5:,f#:?f%G@f:$;f?#<:;f;:944#$T%#6,

!!!!!qJ(12,/'1v&0J,IJ{!!!!!,

o11JH=1q&C&2q=Gj"G@(kKdq&uJ`&&)BqI=K==)G&=J&&A1q&uBgV6iKdqFL1grq,

f%nf0@9`?J9<0FEFBuK?.f`JiH2?|%77?G9`pfv=%q&|Gi7k@l2}2j<[owlPPwPn,

V&{"#K}0BE'ZouJV475{J1L):Mu"E6nmE8Z8Lp`6=MB4s"fmrJlqn}lmEw%K'uM7,

Gu.r1BrEP4:kpuI7sA&AElVi"Hlj7@VZ[|VfgdrVBLYFs8sA5Vg{Ydff:Hq[q:?u,

wlu%@Jg:8Fsw0uY:r:Gjv{fo}|sv=A0YF4ju$}#}qfBM@r){2AkJ(&4KM0"5`|f>,

27H6>Ip;{5.VCjM#`.ln.irrj>8"/B:?8En$o9'0}5n9@Hlr@v8d&V#()KI{A4Z8,

@Fl;9dG|&=oq&&JB==J&)>#CGYJu`k}2/[Z?dm({Yvq/5.GK/jvF.:7/K:iVM($[,

rkVw.q0/v}}m6/=sF0>5>:`>r?=B"}$n;0w[9>FI5|As5w:rs%M7;{Z<"$;L[(/o,

#Cp)8);{1fk<=$Hq:4@5l{Mv[n78ZAB9g6H?<g2Fr`sF[>s)JMZn161pw0lL>/P>,

Y&En|{mYBdj.C0[[/$7AHrn`6kmJl>Iv=Ymuk5&n5LjP9s{l<9rLm$@fi"l0|F/#,

Hf>BB#IFjFi=)G.'["=n};Ifk%p14o2p9`Z#)HEd{k#F4F4|p:BZ("M6i?=m9$<C,

Z$#mL#`rL4)V>7B2wvC4=m>5|PZiEF(v#w.F'?}w&uIq=uC{Y[Zi<Znv/m<E/|5#,

8}n;K8V/@dduZI2M/Y}>>Y?;PnIo=C'w'5Z7{6vB%01)'ls@dmwJ1l@wC%I$FffG,

rB0dFsi8GiM&lE/Y>Z"FF:7PlY'Z%'V@#q9mE&}'jC5/oC|PL%}[i"C@)"/Hi.(',

GlJ04qC6frGP0i`gF9pj#EFE?uIq=uCmPEp1l#'CG>`}10}mPHi)p/GA0ouo#B(m,

?)KvH9C9@;r=E8l116sHH`L7l"is|}JvHM[vpMYF.;HG{pm>`m7sl@2|(GI=0"=p,
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FEATURE: Stunnel Security

{2JVmY8PA(HAYJViw2m)VH(;lp{vI0<5C7d)I1'0kn6g[@mBvBKiIs$'Y('iL%g&,

n#LBA0{F(uIq=uC|7?69PE<(:lK22$(u`1Y;/B2F);f"8M0s=f$LP<=<Y%H`7In5,

|&M"|.:MMM#(=>)j86kPq:@gsZ<oolJrBAjA{@:rL);[A5sL2oHY))Cw{@=?`9(0,

11L&ouM2#4">:K645r0dPp=4qr72"}si5E84L9moI/o>(s=||EYM@sJ8=uIq=uCv,

2VL=82wKLYAn(1GnKvwnpvsjoqHJ0EBLGosB/#>jiG76:AF%};(}$l)/H[:|n%58,

IVs?C4s$Ek1{FrB>oip.gfm0;l2YksK2rlo#L<jL$#EJ00sm&'$@${#7P5[g{jIs,

MH?H"Ko@@C@6:ZA<lZ?fjvdVV>MfY>6v'6@$?#@mGuIq=JE`"&Im/kj}o78F#Hs%,

vm&}B?Y6ug"Lu.)u'&FYvH0Zm6p}Kvmv8fZMg|wV{m@vmEKCEJ[[L)fno:)EuZkr,

FAvufiEH?VLudn9nGL7u@sr0rK'Lw|ofr4L%ACk5;:1:jM9sZYn"BAZ21:wJI(|:,

pdE?r79V<}F}1qP4gr)op;A`,

!!!!!J2C,/'1v&0J,IJ{!!!!!,

!!!!!qJ(12,BJ'01`1B&0J!!!!!,

o11Cf0BB&9s=&K1q&=1|&F0fk;GBH7'Yo&d(B)j()1EVCuJqBKZ&o1(Zou;KBu{C,

vuu(JK|vZrJFo&G(&PZJB&KB)ZKLJC&.q=2vq&?oqd2A5s2"}gnL(0&mq=2vq&Ao,

JJ`C0ZZ=ugk>?(k>{m'%EgML(C&sq=2vq&;oCP7%}(7$7BqJ5m}%?g$HE[J'o&n(,

&PZJ&KK1}(`>5V2d{m1Lw[&?q=Gj"G@(kKdqBuJsCgL%E4vruwqH?g$MF6k>}r&#,

`KdL20JKor&Kor1g20|5`Kd>20JKo[?Kor1g20|5o1(Zou;KBu{Cvuu(JK|vZrJF,

o&G(&PZJB&KB)ZKLJC&.q=2vq&?oqd2A5s2"}gnL(0&mq=2vq&AoJJ`C0ZZ=ugk>,

?(k>{m'%EgML(C&sq=2vq&;oCP7%}(7$7BqJ5m}%?g$HE[J'o&n(&PZJ&KK1}(`>,

5V2d{m1Lw[&?q=Gj"G@(kKdqBuJsCgL%E4vruwqH?g$MF6k>}rBB&)1KCu{|IA}1,

"H?2&uJqqu&C==J/&CBB&uAB==Jq&FE#ElCuJHJ[Eowi4rk.IMvK)p:o:;;|CqKl,

nZ0pnPK6$PP>)Mm<ksBGJ&60YVgF;PGgj9oK8HmZ8mr?q@`lq$o|:`uL&0#7P%=u,

[`IV"B`9EL7:k'fwAs5C=I75wk8o0;wL4:7;#4q`C"g'&lo=F2Hs#VV%&%P5=B"H,

H8p(f9%gF7)o48fE0/?FwG:}k5"<8}[40fign(o(PL&8:B6105Pn:{72C6V.g)%v,

[nLG$}sB"/G9#%Bv$YGwnF@F2|=g[du{B8C".`AZ4f1PgiE1<jL"Al?.<"MZlHKl,

l/.<|iJnIPLkH>Z>Y`2$<>pIfH.|vfuC7M}F&%@@7'i1H9>l)uGB&KJ&&52uoJMK,

wu{Cv'd.qq{J`J=B7J2|iP>d)0o>u:9rV9jC.2V2oqn(&PZ71Ku{oq5&`J=B7J2|,

iP>d)0o>u:9rV9jC.2V2o&K(&PZ7JKu`o&oq&8nKCu{|IA}1"H?2&uJFqu&C==Jq,

&10sl?q27sq?=5=;@4(I8>J)q$|l|HLH;or{v"1n6>Bn":fV4`o>0w6q=:6L72Es,

6BBrC7#)@=u8f@JrwdgGfJIlFl1VC&0(qspKks@{q7j<}|$knB1LA{k[i(vd&#FP,

12o)EY(M'g>=4#Gmv20|;1B#vw0'9[q|;CM%;}qY7")1nnn<&go<7un[&`(CGl}M,

v{?G&g=uild>mmL%`)CM4g#?jV#E2:#[dlr'gK&:&G:f|:9(@Z[E$P6M}`0/A0K<,

LC{o?#rJ=A%or{o@"HpBudBJZijFikgB{:JC;7P"r4lM)$qIkwoI[oF<Eq}/"EJM,

f|o'sYA5fi0`}1'?5?0L=&K*,

!!!!!J2C,BJ'01`1B&0J!!!!!
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/'1v&0J,IJ{

not trust, and any recordings on backup media should be encrypted. 
qJ(12,BJ'01`1B&0J

 
manual page:

A%#4;;$,7"%5<56,gdMn,NN,;:944#$T%#6

!!!!!qJ(12,Cw,/&'&oJ0J')!!!!!,

o11qB&IB&uJ&Aw@Y[r{Y}vK(B``6PJ"v;#/mL2KB);f#uE5BV<?i@mJ2FnLGgP9j,

p#)K{1usZ#C2f"pKqqC#p7%`A2C|u#jIB6Z5n5A[(w4G?j;|q7vZIv`Yfl<sEP{@,

0rHE#}:nZH{42ZJ<|J%=qo@I/C{@%Jgq}pGpPsKGIpsvp;H(&w%1?VAfkGZilg98,

7/`521>=&EgwF5|{Hmjk.{(H<o;6>}0"V84%=g'@})v|8i@Mq8>#F@{GK4)}Ar&),

g<uM"8gJYs{p[@&?2}qFIHj'n$Z915m7kivG@B)vd?g%mrEgJ$L.Gn;"#&w$@K@%,

)5IBpkMrk$pV#2Iusg|Ms1klKG@$dj5MoK1q&=**,

!!!!!J2C,Cw,/&'&oJ0J')!!!!!

current service name:

-,=<#%,PYgg,f#:?f;#<H@?#;,

<@?5<7A!$6,,,PYggf:?%,,,,,,-,'@?5<7A,2A<:",&6#<@?5,F@?#4;#,

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-,o545=#<,

<@?5<7A!$6,,,PYggf97%,,,,,,-,'@?5<7A,2A<:",&6#<@?5,F@?#4;#,

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-,o545=#<
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-,?5:,f#:?f;:944#$f<@?5<7AT?A48,,

;;$v#<;@A4,*, 0F)HPTg,

, A%:@A4;, *, 2.a))FHV,

, A%:@A4;, *, 2.a))FHg,

, A%:@A4;, *, )12(FJaCwaZ)J,

, A%:@A4;, *, )12(FJaJBCwaZ)J,

, A%:@A4;, *, B1/wJ'a)J'vJ'a/'J`J'J2BJ,

, ?#<:,*, f#:?f%G@f:$;f?#<:;f;:944#$T%#6,

, `1/),*, 4A,

, 7#E9=,*, p,

, ;>;$A=, *, >#;,

, ?"<AA:, *, fH5<f#6%:>,

, ;#:9@7, *, 4AEA7>,

, ;#:=@7, *, 4AEA7>,

, ?A44#?:, *, PTgTVTM3PYgP,

,

h,E#;:!%<5?:@?#,?@%"#<;3,

h,"::%;3ff">4#GT6#f5<:@?$#;f"5<7#4@4=!>A9<!K#E!;#<H#<;!;;$!?@%"#<;f,

?@%"#<;*JBCwi&J)(Bo3Cwi&J)(Bo3JBCwi&J)gYp3Cwi&J)gYp3JBCwi&J)Pgn3,

Cwi&J)3JBCwiVCJ)3CwiVCJ)3')&i&J)(Bo3')&i&J)3')&iVCJ)3,

t52ZFF3toCY3tC))
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matter: 

elliptic curves because they are notoriously hard to 

intentional. Any simple implementation will seem to 
work but leak secrets through side channels. Disabling 
them doesn’t seem to cause a problem; clients either 

there is no persistent secret here an attacker might 

Hellman key exchange is somewhat unsettling  

stance will decide your cipher string.

-,?5:,f#:?f;>;:#67f;>;:#6f<@?5<7AT;A?G#:,

\Z4@:],

C#;?<@%:@A4*A<5?$#,;:944#$,

\)A?G#:],

F@;:#4):<#56*PYgg,

&??#%:*>#;,

\14;:5$$],

s54:#7q>*;A?G#:;T:5<=#:,

OTHER 
ARTICLES 
BY CHARLES 
FISHER

“Cipher Security”, 
LJ, September 
2015: http://www.
linuxjournal.com/

ssh?page=0,0

“Infinite BusyBox 
with systemd”, 
LJ, March 2015:  
http://www.
linuxjournal.com/

“Strengthening 
Diffie-Hellman 
in SSH and TLS”, 
LinuxJournal.com, 
October 29, 2015:  
http://www.
linuxjournal.com/ 
content/

“Secure File 
Transfer”, LJ, 
January 2016:  
http://www.
linuxjournal.com/
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,

,

-,?5:,f#:?f;>;:#67f;>;:#6f<@?5<7AUT;#<H@?#,

\Z4@:],

C#;?<@%:@A4*A<5?$#,;:944#$,;#<H@?#,

\)#<H@?#],

JL#?):5<:*!f9;<fE@4f;:944#$,f#:?f;:944#$f<@?5<7AT?A48,

):5475<714%9:*;A?G#:

 

with these commands:

;>;:#6?:$,;:5<:,<@?5<7AT;A?G#:,

,

;>;:#6?:$,#45E$#,<@?5<7AT;A?G#:

B<#5:#7,;>6$@4G,8<A6,

f#:?f;>;:#67f;>;:#6f;A?G#:;T:5<=#:TK54:;f<@?5<7AT;A?G#:,:A,

f#:?f;>;:#67f;>;:#6f<@?5<7AT;A?G#:T

https://busybox.net/
downloads/binaries/latest

 
 

@%:5E$#;,!1,12/Z0,!%,:?%,!!7%A<:,PYgg,!!;>4,![,&BBJ/0
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0B/T12v10JCa2.CJ)*RPglTdTdTP_PTgTVTMX,

0B/Tv&F1C2.CJaBwJBI12(*>#;

I t  is  l ikely wise to use a stunnel binary provided by Oracle 

can load stunnel version 5, you can omit the 2.a))F  options shown 

more l ikely to be tolerated in a cr it ical support s ituation involving 

https:/ /www.stunnel.org/ index.html

http://www.stunnel.org/support.html 

Database Client

It might be useful to telnet to port 1522, as 
stunnel will print informative error messages 

to standard output in case of trouble.
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#L%A<:,.'&BFJa)1C*>A9<7E,.'&BFJaw.oJ*f"A6#fA<5?$#f.<5Pg?f7E,

6G7@<,f"A6#fA<5?$#fK5$$#:,

Q.'&BFJaw.oJfE@4fA<5%G@,K5$$#:,?<#5:#,!K5$$#:,f"A6#fA<5?$#fK5$$#:,c,

, !%K7,)JB'J0PgV,!59:Aa$A=@4a$A?5$,

Q.'&BFJaw.oJfE@4fA<5%G@,K5$$#:,577,!K5$$#:,f"A6#fA<5?$#fK5$$#:,c,

, !%K7,)JB'J0PgV,!74,+B2*^>A9<7E^+,!G#>;@r#,gdMn,c,

, !;#$8a;@=4#7,!H5$@7@:>,VpYd

.<5?$#,/I1,0AA$,3,v#<;@A4,PgTPTdTg,

BA%><@=":,R?X,gddM_,gdPM_,.<5?$#,547fA<,@:;,588@$@5:#;T,&$$,,

<@=":;,<#;#<H#7T

Q,?5:,Q.'&BFJaw.oJf4#:KA<Gf576@4f;j$4#:TA<5,

,

s&FFJ0aF.B&01.2,*,

,,,R).Z'BJ,*,

,,,,,RoJ0w.C,*,`1FJX,

,,,,,RoJ0w.CaC&0&,*,

,,,,,,,RC1'JB0.'{,*,f"A6#fA<5?$#fK5$$#:X,

,,,,,X,

,,,X,

,

))FaBF1J20a&Z0wJ201B&01.2,*,`&F)J

Q.'&BFJaw.oJfE@4f;j$%$9;,'#6A:#Z;#<UDR7#;?<@%:@A4*,

R577<#;;*,

,R%<A:A?A$*:?%;X,
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,R"A;:*PTgTVTMX,

,R%A<:*PYggX,

X,

R?A44#?:a75:5*R;@7*6>7EXXXD

)uFb/$9;3,'#$#5;#,PgTPTdTgTd,/<A79?:@A4,A4,`<@,`#E,Pk,PV3gp3Yp,gdPp,

,

BA%><@=":,R?X,Pkng_,gdPM_,.<5?$#T,,&$$,<@=":;,<#;#<H#7T,

,

J4:#<,%5;;KA<73,,

F5;:,)9??#;;89$,$A=@4,:@6#3,`<@,`#E,Pk,gdPp,PV3PY3YM,!dp3dd,

,

BA44#?:#7,:A3,

.<5?$#,C5:5E5;#,Pg?,J4:#<%<@;#,J7@:@A4,'#$#5;#,PgTPTdTgTd,!,pME@:,

/<A79?:@A4,

s@:",:"#,/5<:@:@A4@4=_,.F&/_,&7H54?#7,&45$>:@?;,547,'#5$,,

&%%$@?5:@A4,0#;:@4=,A%:@A4;,

,

)uFN,)JFJB0,B.Z20RbX,`'.o,Cq&a.q|JB0)h,

,

,,B.Z20RbX,

!!!!!!!!!!,

,,,,,PkpVV

 Changing %<A:A?A$*:?%; to %<A:A?A$*:?%
%A<:*PYgP

"A;:*
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0s.a0&)I environment variable can be set with the contents 

mode, then dispense with wallets on both sides.

-,%;,!#8,S,=<#%,;:944#$,

,

4AEA7>,,,PpnPd,,,,,P,,d,PV3gp,W,,,,,,,,dd3dd3dd,f9;<fE@4f

;:944#$,

f#:?f;:944#$f<@?5<7AT?A48

Database Link

)uFN,B'J&0J,C&0&q&)J,F12I,o>CqF@4G,

,B.22JB0,0.,'#6A:#Z;#<,

,1CJ201`1JC,q{,/5;;sA<7,

,Z)12(,DR7#;?<@%:@A4*,

,,R577<#;;*,

,,,R%<A:A?A$*:?%;X,

,,,R"A;:*PTgTVTMX,
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,,,R%A<:*PYggX,

,,X,

,,R?A44#?:a75:5*R;@7*6>7EXXXDh,

,

C5:5E5;#,$@4G,?<#5:#7T

)uFN,)JFJB0,B.Z20RbX,`'.o,&FFa.q|JB0)Uo>CqF@4Gh,

,

,,B.Z20RbX,

!!!!!!!!!!,

,,,,,PnYP

Server Verification

In the examples below, let’s assume that the server’s public key has 

5KG,DfqJ(12,BJ'01`1B&0Jf_fJ2C,BJ'01`1B&0JfD,c,

, f#:?f%G@f:$;f?#<:;f;:944#$T%#6,N,f:6%f%G#>

Q.'&BFJaw.oJfE@4fA<5%G@,K5$$#:,577,!K5$$#:,f"A6#fA<5?$#fK5$$#:,c,

, !%K7,)JB'J0PgV,!:<9;:#7a?#<:,!?#<:,f:6%f%G#>
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Q.'&BFJaw.oJfE@4fA<5%G@,K5$$#:,7@;%$5>,!K5$$#:,f"A6#fA<5?$#fK5$$#:,c,

, !%K7,)JB'J0PgV

.<5?$#,/I1,0AA$,3,v#<;@A4,PgTPTdTg,

BA%><@=":,R?X,gddM_,gdPM_,.<5?$#,547fA<,@:;,588@$@5:#;T,&$$,,

<@=":;,<#;#<H#7T,

,

'#j9#;:#7,B#<:@8@?5:#;3,

Z;#<,B#<:@8@?5:#;3,

)9E[#?:3,,,,,,,,B2*^>A9<7E^,

0<9;:#7,B#<:@8@?5:#;3,

)9E[#?:3,J65@$&77<#;;*$@49;U%A;@LTA<=_B2*PTgTVTM_.Z*s@7=#:,,

, C@H@;@A4_.*&BoJ,BA<%A<5:@A4_F*B"@?5=A_)0*1F_B*Z),

)9E[#?:3,,,,,,,,B2*^>A9<7E^

))Fa)J'vJ'aBJ'0aC2 

Q.'&BFJaw.oJfE@4f;j$%$9;,8@;"#?[UDR7#;?<@%:@A4*,

R577<#;;*,

,R%<A:A?A$*:?%;X,

,R"A;:*PTgTVTMX,

,R%A<:*PYggX,

X,

R?A44#?:a75:5*,

,R;@7*6>7EX,

,R;#?9<@:>*R))Fa)J'vJ'aBJ'0aC2*+B2*PTgTVTM_.Z*s@7=#:,C@H@;@A4_,

.*&BoJ,BA<%A<5:@A4_F*B"@?5=A_)0*1F_B*Z)+X,

XXXD
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J''.'3,

.'&!gkdgM3,B#<:@8@?5:#,H5$@75:@A4,85@$9<#

F.(l3,))F,5$#<:,R<#57X3,85:5$3,94G4AK4,B&,

F.(V3,))Fa5??#%:3,PMdkMMPn3,#<<A<3PMdkMMPn3))F,

<A9:@4#;3))FVa'J&Caq{0J)3:$;HP,5$#<:,94G4AK4,?5

Such errors indicate that the CA is not properly loaded into the bundle 
used by the database.

Conclusions
Oracle database security has received pointed criticism through the years 
and releases, which has slowly improved the architecture and closed 

Charles Fisher has an electrical engineering degree from the University of Iowa and works as a 
systems and database administrator for a Fortune 500 mining and manufacturing corporation. 
He has previously published both journal articles and technical manuals on Linux for UnixWorld 
and other McGraw-Hill publications.
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the Kernel 
Space of 
Democracy?
No one pretends that democracy is perfect or  
all-wise. Indeed, it has been said that democracy 
is the worst form of government except all  
those other forms that have been tried from  
time to time.—Winston Churchill 

M and Linux? In both cases people live atop, 
and depend on, a deeper protected and 

enabling structure. In democracies, it’s government. 

For example, both need debugging, no matter how 
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government, and vice versa, by many means.
Still, although government space bears little resemblance to kernel 

technical problems are technical and political—and you can always solve 

be as old as Greece, war is as old as our species, and perhaps even its 
evolutionary antecedents.

all democracies strive to maintain, is suspended gladly when battle 
War Is a Force That Gives Us Meaning, Christopher 

Hedges writes:

happiness but also meaning. And tragically war is sometimes the most 

Many years ago, on a Linux Journal

to see the market as a problem and government as a solution, while the 
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other side tends to see government as a problem and the market as a 

Moral Politics: What Conservatives Know that Liberals Don’t
How Liberals and Conservatives Think

summary statement.

Consistent with that, I know Republicans who think all the good 
in the world is produced by business, while I know Democrats who 

those who have too little. At one extreme, we have people who don’t see 

voices tend to go unheard or misunderstood.

who see the Internet as a transcendent entity and those who see it as 
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guy, and at the time had at least some hope that a university could think 
in more, um, universal ways. But universities tend to be castles, and this 

On the right were phone and cable companies who talk about 
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Figure 1. Two Castles
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recently retired FCC chairman and is now cable’s top lobbyist. Here are 

government does nothing, versus positioning it in a way where I need 
them to do something or I’m dead.

about networks today, but those same principles can be used against 
innovative business models and applications in other contexts. And, I 
submit to you they would be.

Since then, no net neutrality legislation proposed in Congress has 
moved past the committee stage. But on the regulatory side, the FCC in 
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which means it met mostly with approval by netheads and disapproval 
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days, and to a large degree ever since, the Linux homophily has been 
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it, especially as we work out what it means to be digital as well as analog 
creatures. For particulars on that, check out what I said about Ralph 

keeping the ones we don’t? How can we truly help those who can’t help 

around our new Commons, and how do we keep those stuck with dead 
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